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Abstract 

This paper firstly through IBAC, integration of TE and RBAC, the use of compensatory 

well-formed transaction is proposed, the integrity of the structure can be recovered 

partial malicious transaction monitoring machine model. In the partial revocation of 

constitutive affairs, for the operation of data and tracking the affected, with two recovery 

policies. Conservative recovery policy to stop system the recovery of normal transaction 

execution, by analyzing log file dependencies list, according to operation performed after 

first order, cancel each affected operation. Another optimistic recovery policy can be in 

the normal operation of the system at the same time, the establishment of compensation 

operation corresponding to the operation to recover, and submitted to the monitoring 

machine scheduling integrity. This method can recover the system to a secure state in the 

face of failures and improves the availability of the system. It provides an important 

exploration for the design and implementation of the trusted recovery mechanisms of 

high-level secure operating system. 
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1. Introduction  

Access control model has confidentiality, integrity and neutrality of the three 

categories. Confidentiality policy model is represented by BLP model[1]. Integrity policy 

model has BIBA model[2],CW(clark-wilson) model,TE(type enforcement) model[3] and 

DTE (domain type enforcement) model[4] etc.RBAC(role-based access control)model[5] 

as a representative of the neutrality model has no clear security policy goals, achieving the 

security required to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the system through the 

configuration and construction method. With the development of the computer system 

and application environment changes, the original system supported by a security policy 

requirements to support a variety of policy model so far. Therefore, Multi-policy 

Integration and support framework has become the hotspot of current research. Such as 

SELinux[6] system using FLASK (flux advanced securitykernel) framework, is a security 

model through integration of the IBAC, RBAC and TE models. 

In reference monitor model[7], subject to the object of access request is submitted to 

the reference monitor machine, by the monitoring machine according to security policy 

decision whether to allow the request. If it does not meet the requirements of the security 

policy, it will be directly rejected. Reference monitor is used to determine the user 

(program) reference to the system resources (data, program, and equipment), and the 

program running control is responsible for controlling the resources of user program. If 

found inconsistent data, it should be able to return to a consistent state prior to such 

modification. Therefore, Povey propose a model of support for transaction recovery, with 

introducing the concept of PTP(partially transformation procedures) and 

CTP(compensating well-formed transformation procedures) in CW model[8-9]. We call it 

the Povey 's Clark - Wilson model (PCW) . However, when PTP is a malicious 

transaction, how to eliminate the impact and the revocation of the corresponding 
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operation of the problem, the PCW model has only given a implementation rules, no 

specific recovery algorithm, it is difficult to operate. 

In this paper, we combine the theory of reference monitor and trusted recovery[10], by 

constructing TE model,integrating IBAC, RBAC, TE and PCW,then proposes a formal 

model which can restore the integrity of Malicious Partially formed transaction by CTP, 

and gives the static and runtime recovery algorithm of malicious transactions. The model 

can achieve access control, undo malicious transactions, eliminating all data systems 

affected by malicious transactions, to re-establish a consistent system state, achieve the 

requirement of the trusted recovery in high-level secure operating system. 

 

2 Preliminaries 
 

2.1 CW Model 

Clark-Wilson (CW) the integrity model is a milestone, it is a complete sense of the 

origin of the integrity of the goal, policy and mechanism. CW model is based on two 

concepts: well-formed transaction and separation of responsibility。The former to ensure 

data internal consistency, the user can only manipulate the data in the form of a 

constrained, and cannot be arbitrarily manipulate data. The latter refers to all the 

operations are divided into several parts, each part performed by different people. CW 

model has four elements:CDI(constrained data item),UDI(unconstrained data 

item),IVP(integrity verification procedure),TP(transformation procedure). 

CDI: we must use the integrity model to protect the data items in the system. 

UDI: Without integrity policy model control data items,system introduced new data as 

UDI, but UDI can then be converted into CDI. 

IVP: Used to verify all CDI specification meet the integrity in the system (in IVP 

execution) process. 

TP: CDI set can change when a valid state to another. 

CW model has five Certification and four Enforcement total of nine rules, constitute 

the system integrity strategy model. CW model effectively expressed the integrity of three 

goals: to prevent unauthorized users to modify, to prevent improper changes to the 

authorized users,to maintain the data consistency 

 

2.2 PCW Model 

Povey think that user behavior can be divided into three categories: legal, questionable 

and dangerous. Legal behavior is explicitly allowed by the access control policy. 

Dangerous behavior refers to the access control policy explicitly prohibits such as 

malicious behavior. Questionable behavior may be legal, usually need to give the user the 

permissions are generally not given, but questionable behavior may also be malicious 

behavior.  

For the questionable behavior, PCW model adopted an optimistic security policy, that 

most of the user's access requests are legitimate, and are not explicitly prohibited. 

Through review of user behavior, if the administrator once found have abnormal 

behavior, can use compensation operation to repair damage. In order to reach the goal of 

recovery, all of the user's behavior must be able to rollback or compensation. 

PCW model propose the concept of partially-formed transaction, which does not 

ensure date integrity, compared to well-formed transaction.That is, the actual behavior of 

its own is not constrainted, but the system can return to the previous valid state by 

compensating transactions. 

PCW model adds three types of elements on the basis of CW model:PTP,CTP,PCDI. 

PCW model is given for 7 enforcement rules and 4 certification rules. The specific rules 

are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Enforcement and Certification Rules in PCW Model 

Rule Content 

C1 IVPs must be certified to ensure that all data items are in a valid state at the time the IVP is 

run. 

C2 All PTPs must be certified to provide a compensating TP that will return any modified CDI to a 

valid state. 

E1 The system must ensure that only PTPs that have been certified against requirement C2 are 

allowed to run. 

E2 The system must ensure that users can only use those PTPs for which they have been 

authorized. 

E3 The system must authenticate the identity of each user. 

E4 EachPTP must write to an append-only log all the information required to reconstruct and 

reverse the operation. 

E5 Only an administrator is permitted to authorize users to access PTPs. 

E6 CDIs which are acted on by PTPs must be marked as PCDIs. 

C3 Compensating TPs must be certified to result in valid CDIs. 

C4 The administrator must certify PCDIs as being valid CDIs or if invalid,must apply the 

compensating transaction to restore the PCDIs to valid CDIs. 

E7 If a PTP on a PCDI is reversed via a compensating TP,then all subsequent PTPs to PCDIs that 

depend on this item must also be reversed 

 

2.3 Recoverable Integrity Monitoring Model 

The model reference monitors the access request of subject to object,and deny or grant 

the request in accordance with the security policy[11]. During access process, audit 

system is used to record access to log file, and the recovery information used to recover 

the operation is added in the form of additional written in stable storage. Assuming that 

the contents of the stable storage cannot be tampered with, and suddenly in such cases 

data is not lost when power supply drop. Recoverable integrity monitoring model is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Model of Integrity Recovery Monitor 

The monitor allows PTP to run, and when administrator finds PTP's operating 

exception, it can be recovered by CTP. According to requirements of E7 rules, in addition 

to undo PTP operation, also should be to rely on operation of data. In order to mark out 

depend on data and need to cancel operation, through the analysis of components in log 

file, get corresponding rely on information, and use the restore components to produce 

compensation process, thereby eliminating PTP the effects of the operation. 
 

3 A Integrity Recovery Algorithm for Malicious Partially Transaction 

According to E7 rule, once PTP is malicious transaction, the transaction itself and data 

can be recovered by dependency relationship. This section focuses on the file system 
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operation, a recovery algorithm is given in terms of malicious partially-formed transaction 

after damage to the file. All the raw data and operations that depend on the malicious 

transaction can be found by the recovery algorithm. Because of the high cost of the 

former (redo) recovery method
[12]

, we must make clear the execution semantics of each 

transaction, so we adopt the backward recovery (undo) method, and the file system will 

be restored to the previous consistent state. 

 
3.1 Operation Event, Log and Dependency 

Operation event is defined as an atomic operation of the conversion process. In the 

operating system, the conversion process can be viewed as a process, and the operation of 

creation, read, and write files can be viewed as an operational event of conversion 

process. Assuming log L records all operational events occur in the system E. An event in 

an audit log that represents a line or a record in an audit file, namely the log entries 

(entry). Such as a network data packet in the tcpdump log file. Each log entry is 

composed of one or more log elements, such as time, operation, and object, etc. In order 

to log analysis and recovery, the log entries include at least 2 basic elements: <time, 

subject, op, object, param>, that is the time, subject, operation, object and other related 

parameters. 

Assuming that log record of events occurring sequence reflects the actual sequence of 

events. Chronological relationship using ≺ said. 

Definition 1. Operation dependence. If the write operation w at time t2 using data from 

the read operation r in t1, t1 t2, then write w relies on the read operation r, Denoted by 

. 

Definition 2. Data dependence. If d2 of write operation at the time t2 depends on d1 of the read 

operation at time t1, t1 t2, then data d2 is dependent on data d1, Denoted by 2. 

If PTP operations are malicious acts, by revoking its operation, to make the modified 

data back to a consistent state before the modification of purpose. The premise is that log 

records all events occurring in system, and stable storage must be saved enough to recover 

the data. In addition, since the PTP modification of the data is likely to be used by other 

PTP or TP, such as the existence of operational dependencies, we call this affected data 

for the "dirty" data. So, in addition to restore the operation of PTP but also to restore the 

"dirty" data of all operations. 

Definition 3. If one of the following conditions is established, the "dirty" data will be 

generated: 

1) the data of malicious transactions directly manipulate in a non-read mode. 

2) the operation of malicious transactions data dependencies transactions in a non-read 

mode of operation. 

In the operating system, there is a process to call the system call fork () to generate a 

new process. Malicious transactions can be directly derived from the new malicious 

transactions in this way. Similarly, according to dependencies of definition 1, read the 

malicious transaction to produce data of normal transaction, the transaction will also be 

affected. 

Definition 4. If one of the following conditions is established, the transaction will be 

affected by the malicious transaction: 

1) the transaction directly created by malicious transaction. 

2) transactions that have a data dependency relationship to malicious transactions. 

A dirty objects for transmission cycle is affected by the termination of its time. For the 
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purposes of the operating system in the process, namely dead or killed, in terms of the file 

to be deleted. 

 

3.2 Recovery Policy and Algorithms 

There are different recovery policies when taking the recovery action.One is a 

conservative policy that restores the correctness of the recovery and normal transactions, 

and can be used to postpone the execution of normal transactions by the recovery. The 

other is optimistic policy, the implementation of the recovery of the normal transactions, 

can only guarantee the correctness of the recovery, but because there is no complete 

recovery, and thus can not guarantee the correctness of normal transactions. There is also 

a radical policy, in the absence of a clear dependence on the situation of the 

implementation of a variety of transactions, may damage recovery and normal affairs, 

need to continue to re repair them. This policy will bring more cost of recovery, because it 

will have more work to do, more things to be destroyed. In this paper, we adopt the first 

two policies, and give the corresponding recovery algorithm. 

Malicious transaction of object read operation does not affect the integrity of object, if 

the monitoring machine rejected the transaction on subject matter to write, create and 

delete operations, also will not affect the integrity of object. Therefore, in the design of 

algorithms and realize we will not restore these events. 

Definition 4. Recovery goals. 

1) the revocation of malicious transactions to the object of successful write, create and 

delete operations; 

2) only revocation of malicious transactions for the operation of object; 

3) remove all dirty data from the file system and recover it to the latest consistent state. 

We first discuss the conservative recovery policy, when the system is restored for 

recovery operations in addition to other operations are stopped. 

Algorithm is divided into two stages: Stage 1 is to define recovery point, that is, PTP is 

found to be first of the malicious transaction log records, and then from the point to start 

log file, to the end of file, to find data and transactions affected by the PTP malicious 

behavior, and to put the affected transactions in chronological order to resume log list 

blacklist; Stage 2, because there are some shared object file system, such as /dev/ttyv0, its 

operation without recovery, it should first restore the list of shared objects operations and 

failed operations to remove, and then follow the first time after the order revoked blacklist 

operation malicious transactions. 

Basic data structures and functions are defined as follows: 

1) tainted_ps: represents malicious set of transactions; tainted_objects: represents an 

infected object set; PS represents set of transactions; FS indicates that the file object 

set. 

2) list: the need to restore log list blacklist, which may be dependent on relationship of 

the list tmplist. 

3) Log entry:  represents the i-th log entry. 

Function definition:  represents operation in record ;  represents 

record  the subject or transaction;  

4)  represents record  the object. 

Algorithm 1. Static recovery algorithm 

Input: Recovery Point RP < > 

Output: It does not contain a consistent system state that is affected by PTP malicious 

behavior. 

Step 1. Tracking process, to find all of the affected subjects and objects, and generate a 
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list of events needs to be restored. 

1) Initialization 

Blacklist first elements for the recovery point of the operation of the 

event< >,tainted_ps first elements is ; 

tainted_objects first element is .  

2) Starting from the RP, in the log files look forward log analysis. 

repeat 

 if(tainted_ps.contains(sb(ei)) && blacklist.contains(ei)){ 

 switch(op(ei)){ 

  case w: 

  case c: 

   if(PS.contains(ob(ei)){ 

    /* Create a new transaction, and the new transaction is also a malicious 

transaction */ 

    tainted_ps=tainted_ps.add(ob(ei)); 

   }else{ 

    /* The object is infected */ 

    tainted_objects=tainted_objects.add(ob(ei)); 

   } 

   break; 

 } 

}else{ 

 switch(op(ei)){ 

  case r: 

   if(tainted_objects.contains(ob(ei)){ 

    read(ei); 

    tmplist=tmplist.remove(ei); 

   } 

   break; 

  case w: 

   if(tainted_ps.contains(sb(ei)) || tmplist.contains(ei)){ 

    write(ei); 

    blacklist=blacklist.remove(ei); 

    tainted_objects=tainted_objects.add(ob(ei)); 

   }else if(tainted_objects.contains(ob(ei))){ 

    /* Normal transactions on dirty data write operations */ 

    write(ei); 

    blacklist=blacklist.remove(ei); 

   } 

   break; 

  case c: 

   if(tainted_ps.contains(ob(ei))){ 

    if(PS.contains(ob(ei))){ 

    /* Create new malicious transactions */ 

    tainted_ps=tainted_ps.add(ob(ei))} 

   } 

    

   if(FS.contains(ob(ei))){ 

    create(ei); 

    blacklist=blacklist.remove(ei); 

    tainted_objects=tainted_objects.add(ob(ei)); 
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   } 

   break; 

    

  case d: 

   if(tainted_ps.contains(sb(ei))){ 

    if(FS.contains(ob(ei))){ 

     blacklist=blacklist.remove(ei); 

    } 

   } 

   break; 

 } 

} 

until{end of log} 

Step 2. Reduction Process 

1) removing the blacklist of the object to be read in the event; 

2) removing the failed event blacklist in the shared object operate. 

Step 3. recovery process 

From the blacklist,in accordance with the order of time, revoked recovery. 

Algorithm 2. Runtime recovery algorithm 

Basic data structures and functions are defined as follows: 

1) cleaned_objects means "being cleaned" a collection of objects and HSN; 

2) the other is the same as algorithm 1. 

Input: Recovery Point RP < > 

Output: It does not contain a consistent system state that is affected by PTP malicious 

behavior. 

Step 1. Initialization and establish compensation matters. 

1) Initialization  

Blacklist first elements for the recovery point of the operation of the 

event< >,tainted_ps first elements is ; 

tainted_objects first element is ;clean_objects first element is empty. 

2) Analysis of the affected data and operations, and the establishment of compensating 

transactions, submitted to the monitoring machine execution. 

repeat 

if(tainted_ps.contains(sb(ei))){ 

 switch(op(ei))}{ 

  case w: 

   /* Establishment of compensating transactions CTP, and submitted to 

the monitoring machine */ 

   tainted_objects= tainted_objects.add(ob(ei)); 

   break; 

  case c: 

   /* Create new malicious transaction */ 

   if(PS.contains(ob(ei))){ 

    tainted_ps=tainted_ps.add(ob(ei)); 

   } 

   break; 

 } 

}else{ 

 switch(op(ei)){ 

  case w: 
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   if(!cleaned_objects.contains(ob(ei))){ 

     /* tmp_objects illustrate the potentially infected object */ 

     tmp_objects=tmp_objects.add(ob(ei)); 

   }else if(w.HSN>ob(ei).HSV){ 

    /* The object is removed before write operations, can cause the 

object to become dirty */ 

    tmp_objects=tmp_objects.add(ob(ei)); 

    cleaned_objects=cleaned_objects.remove(ob(ei)); 

   } 

    

   if(tmplist.contains(ob(ei))){ 

    /* After reading an infected object write another object */ 

    tainted_objects=tainted_objects.add(ob(ei)); 

    /* The object moved from tmp_objects tainted_objects */ 

    tmp_objects=tmp_objects.remove(ob(ei)); 

   } 

   break; 

  case r: 

   if(tainted_objects.contains(ob(ei))  

    || cleaned_objects.contains(ob(ei))  

    && r.HSN<=ob(ei).HSN){ 

     /* After reading the operation, X is cleared */ 

     read(ei); 

     tmplist=tmplist.remove(ei); 

   } 

   break; 

  case d: 

   /* Can be deleted */ 

   tmp_objects=tmp_objects.remove(ob(ei)); 

   break; 

 } 

} 

until{} 

Step 2. Compensation transaction CTP after execution. 

The ob( ) deleted from tainted_objects, the[ob( ), ob( ).HSN]was added to the 

cleaned_objects . 

 

4. Restore Examples and System Design and Implementation 

In the actual operation of the operating system files, the occurrence of the 

sequence of events as shown in Table 2, the dependence shown in Figure 2. 

Process A is a malicious process ,namely the existence of malicious acts PTP, 

needed to withdraw its action and the affected operating processes. Process A has 

writes to the file 1, so as to make the file 1 infected. Process B because of 

dependencies, also makes the file 2 infected. Process A through the system call 

fork() to create a new process C, this process also for malicious processes. 

Therefore, according to the algorithm 1, we will find the picture with black cord 

line produced illegal flow of information flow in the logo, need to cancel the 

sequence of events as [6,4,3,1]. 
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Table 2. Occurrence Sequence of System Events 

Time Events 

1 Process A writes File1 

2 Process B reads File1 

3 Process B write File2 

4 Process A create(fork) Process C 

5 Process C read File3 

6 Process C write File4 

 

 

Figure. 2 Dependency Graph 

Because of the file reads and failed operations without undo, so we put the 

contents of the audit log records into system calls, process and file three types of 

specific information as shown in Table 3. audit system can be used to achieve the 

specific BSM (basic security module). to determine the operations and processes 

and inter-process and inter-file dependencies, we analyze the system in FreeBSD 

6.0 related system calls, based on the operation and their dependencies subdivided 

into table 4. 

Table 3. Classifications and Contents of Log Records 

Classification Content 

System call ID,return value,return status 

Process ID,exit value,exit status 

File Access mode,path,file system,file name,argument 

Table 4. Dependencies, Operations and System Calls 

Dependence Operation System Call 

Process  

Process 

create fork,vfork,clone,execve 

destory kill,exit 

read ptrace 

write ptrace,kill 

Process  

File 

create create,mkdir,link,mknod,pipe,sysmlink 

destory unlink,rmdir,close 

read read,readv,recv,access,stat,fstat,msgrcv 

write 
write,writev,truncate,chdir,rmdir,chmod,chown,

fchown,send,sendfile 
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5. Conclusion 

Integrity of multi-policy is an important part of access control technology research in 

computer security. Trusted recovery is necessary for high-level security operating system. 

This paper presents a trusted recovery monitoring model, which can solve some limits of 

strict security policy for access control. Firstly through the integration of 

IBAC(identify-based access control), TE(type enforcement) and RBAC(role-based access 

control), the use of compensatory well-formed transaction,we propose a recoverable 

integrity monitoring model, and the operation primitives for recovery are given. Secondly, 

combining the characteristics of a file system in operating system, this paper presents

 how to recover the file system to its last consistency secure state, in conservative and 

optimistic recovery policy respectively, by analyzing audit logs and undoing some 

malicious operations. This method can recover the system to a secure state in the face of 

failures and improves the availability of the system. This makes the monitor model 

recovery in the integrity of the system to ensure the proper implementation of the strategy 

at the same time, the compensating transaction for partial structure transaction recovery 

mechanism, enhance the ability of the system to tolerate malicious transactions, improve 

the usability of the system, which provides a reference for the trusted recovery 

mechanism of high level secure operating system. 
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